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I. Introduction 

The year is 2019. The United States of America, the People’s Republic of China              

and the Russian Federation are the dominant superpowers after the end of the Second              

World War. The technological advancements that surged at the end of World War II have               

led the nations of the world into the Atomic Age. The USA were the first to capitalize                 

and use nuclear energy and its main focus of nuclear weaponry through the Manhattan              

Project and the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945. After the Allies victory, the               

democratic and capitalistic United States, under President Harry Truman, worried over           

the new world order created and their temporary ally, the Union of Soviet Socialist              

Republics, under the leadership of Joseph Stalin, was to divide political and economic             

dominance. Many tensions between conflicting state ideals led to multiple incidents to            

which both sides were ready to erupt into nuclear war. The most famous incident of these                

was the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962, where both nations were ready to detonate ballistic               

missiles on each other. The West was dominated by many democratic and capitalist             

nations like the United Kingdom, France and the United States while the East was              

dominated by socialist and communist states such as the Soviet Union, the People’s             

Republic of China and North Vietnam. Both sides wished to extinguish their opponents             

spheres of influence and to expand their political ideals unto third-world nations. This             

event would be known as the Cold War. During the 1980’s, the internal dissolution of the                
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Soviet states began to crumble the political stability of the Soviet Union alongside the              

election of Mikhail Gorbachev as head of the Politburo in 1985 led to much change in                

native and international policy in the USSR. Gorbachev, looking to improve the            

economic stability of the nation, changed many political policies like Glasnost and            

Perestroika and helped establish better communication between their old foe, the United            

States under the leadership of President Ronald Reagan. Both nations then followed into             

political talks to slowly disestablish the nuclear arms race that had been taken into              

account since the 1950’s. Through the signing of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear           

Forces Treaty in 1987, Reagan and Gorbachev were able that banned the use of              

intercontinental, ballistic land, and cruise missiles between both nations and by May of             

1991, supervision between nations helped establish peace. On December 26, 1991, the            

Soviet Union would be disbanded and the Russian Federation would be established. 

II. Current affairs 

Jumping into modernity, the world order has slowly been in terms changing as a              

new nation has stepped into the political spotlight due to their economic and             

socio-political power, the People’s Republic of China that had been established in 1949             

by Mao Zedong under a socialist government. China, with its 1.386 billion population             

and their increasing economic influence due to their large scale manufacturing industry            

has become a leading global player. Now amassing 290 nuclear warheads, it is one of the                

strongest military superpowers. Alongside these political developments in China, Russia          

was now suffering from political changes due in part to the election of Vladimir Putin in                

2000 as the President of the Russian Federation. Putin looked to distance the Russian              
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Federation from other nations and he wished to reestablish the hegemony that Russia had              

during the Cold War through rapid militarization. Putin would also distance himself from             

other political powers, especially the United States. In 2014, US President Barack Obama             

famously dismissed Russia as a regional power, implying global weakness to Putin. Putin             

would now slowly build Russian strength through the military interference during the            

2015 Syrian conflict and the Russian intrusion in the 2016 United States presidential             

elections to further establish their global presence. With the election of US President             

Donald Trump in 2016, further discord has become more common between both Chinese             

president Xi Jinping and Russian president Vladimir Putin. Trump announced in           

November of 2018 that the US would leave the INF Treaty due in part to China’s                

militarization and in May of 2018 would leave the Iran Nuclear Deal for the limitation on                

his military to be able to contend against both rival nations. Now the INF Treaty has been                 

eradicated after the 1st of February of 2019 and no new nuclear armistice has been               

created to replace it. The threat of nuclear war is now slowly growing and the nuclear                

apocalypse might be closer than we think.  

III. Timeline 

➔ 1946- The UN General Assembly calls for the complete destruction of all nuclear              

weapons after the devastating effects of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

➔ 1949- The Soviet Union tests its first nuclear bomb in Kazakhstan, and becomes the              

second nation in the world to obtain nuclear weapons. 

➔ 1962- Bay of Pigs crisis occurs between the United States and Cuba (backed by the               

Soviet Union). 
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➔ 1964- China conducts its first nuclear test in Lop Nor testing site. 

➔ 1968- the Non-Proliferation Treaty is signed, thereby stating that all nations that own             

nuclear weapons begin a legal undertaking towards disarmament, and that other nations            

promise to never create new nuclear weapons. 

➔ September 1986- Israel is discovered to have approximately 200 secret nuclear weapons.  

➔ October 1986- Ronald Reagan (US) and Mikhail Gorbachev (USSR) meet to discuss            

nuclear abolition. 

➔ 1987- The Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty is signed by the USA and             

USSR, which eliminates all ground-based nuclear weapons with a range between           

300-3400 mile travel distance. 

➔ December 1989- End of the Cold War via first summit between George HW Bush and                

Gorbachev in Malta. 

➔ December 1991- Nunn-Lugar pact is signed by the POTUS on cooperative nuclear threat             

reduction as previously planned in prior months. 

➔ 1992- START process begins in new Slavic nations (nuclear disarmament) via phase 1,             

which will reduce 3000-5000 nuclear warheads by 2003. 

➔ 1993/1996- START phase 2 is signed, which further reduces warheads by 3000 by the              

year 2003 (ratified in Jan. 1996). 

➔ July 1996- The International Court of Justice (ICJ) clarifies that the threat or use of               

nuclear weapons is in violation of international law. 
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➔ September 1996- Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty is signed by all 5 permanent             

members of the Security Council as well as other nations, excluding India which chose              

not to sign. 

➔ March 2000- Vladimir Putin is elected president of Russia. 

➔ 2006- North Korea conducts first nuclear test, becomes 8th worldwide to successfully test             

nuclear weapons. 

➔ May 2008- Putin returns to becoming Prime Minister under Dimitry Mendevdev. 

➔ Jan. 2009- Barack Obama elected as 44th POTUS. 

➔ 2010- USA and Russia signed New Start Deal (original START deal expires in Dec.              

2009) which cuts warheads by 30%. ICBMs and SLBMs are cut down to 700. (Set to                

expire by 2021) 

➔  2012- Vladimir Putin elected to third electoral term (lasts until 2018). 

➔ 2014- Congressional Research Service releases report on Russian violations of INF (see            

link below) 

➔  2017- Donald Trump elected as 45th POTUS. 

➔ February 2019 

◆ US China Economic and Security Commission releases report on Chinese          

violations if it were part of INF (95%) 

◆ US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo announces that the United States will            

withdraw from the INF by August 2019. President Vladimir Putin follows suit. 

➔ August 2019- Both nations officially withdraw from the INF Treaty of 1987. 
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IV. Guide Questions 

I. What is your delegation’s stance on the potential creation of a new nuclear deal              

or dissolution of the existing INF? 

II. Before the renewal of the existing INF in 2021, what does your delegation             

propose to amend clause in the creation of a new nuclear deal?  

III. Does your delegation propose to establish new nuclear armistices or the            

destruction of these? 

IV. How will your delegation ensure the protection of the state and its citizens if              

nuclear war ensues? 

V. Helpful Sources 

A. https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/NewSTART  

B. https://www.russiamatters.org/facts/timeline-us-russia-relations-1983-march-2019 

C. https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/INFtreaty 

D. https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/chinaprofile 

E. https://fas.org/sgp/crs/nuke/R43832.pdf 

F. https://www.uscc.gov/sites/default/files/Research/China%20and%20INF_0.pdf 

G. http://www.icanw.org/the-facts/the-nuclear-age/ 
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VII. Message from the Dais  

As your chairs, we would like to wish good luck to all delegates, and we look forward to                  

seeing how each one of you plans to resolve one of the most pressing issues in the global                  

economy to date. We wish to make clear that delegates should not be limited to the                

information presented in this briefing, and should feel free and are expected to do outside               

research on the topic, as its complexity should not be undermined. The committee will take               

place on current time, meaning October 25, 2019. Any important events that may occur on that                

date will be disregarded during the first day of committee. The goal of the committee is to                 

achieve a peaceful resolution in pursuit of decreased tension, disarmament of nuclear weapons,             

and international consensus over the nuclear debate.  

Position papers are expected to be written in Times New Roman with font size 12, 1 inch                 

margins, double spaced, and justified alignment. We request a length of 2-3 pages plus a               

separate Works Cited page. Submission for position papers should be no later than Tuesday,              

October 22, 2019 by 11:59 PM. If an extension is needed, please do not hesitate to contact                 

either of the members of the dais. When submitting, please ascertain that the file is a Word                 

document or a PDF, and make sure that it is sent to BOTH chairs. Delegates, if you have any                   

questions or concerns, feel free to contact either of the members of the dais via email. The                 

members of the dais will work in conjunction with a crisis staff. All portfolio powers will be                 

digital, and will be sent and managed via an email address provided.  

 
Good luck, and see you soon! 

Juan Corujo Ricardo Marrero 

juanmicorujo@gmail.com marreroalattar@gmail.com 
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